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Highlights 
 
 

• Prediction: less professional mobility than 
expected, more low-skilled migration than 
expected (beware low-skill migration hump)  

• Governments: 

– Need to promote professional mobility with LMI, 
standardized training and licensing, MRAs, agencies 
to deal with complaints 

– Need to open doors wider to low-skilled: 
structural/path dependence of some industries on 
migrants 

• Protection: best protection for local workers is 
protecting migrants to avoid race to the bottom. 
Implement Cebu 2007; totalize social security 

 

 



 
 

Key Facts 
 
 

• World trade: $18 trillion in 2011. Trade = almost 30% 
of $65 trillion global GDP. Trade up & down in 2-1 
ratio with GDP (GDP up 2%, trade up 4%) 

• 1990-2013: Global pop up 34% (5.3 bil to 7.1 bil); 
global migrants up 50% (155 million to 232 million); 
remits to ldcs up 1200% ($31 bil to $414 bil) 

 



 
 

ASEAN AEC 2015 & Migration 
 
 • 10 countries, 600 million people, 300 million workforce; 

Big 3 = 70%--Indo 40%, Phil 16%, Viet 15%  

• Why AEC 2015: freer trade and investment = benefits 
from comparative advantage, specialization, & 
economies of scale 

• Hanoi 1998: promote a “freer flow of skilled labor and 
professionals in the region” 

• Today: most intra-ASEAN skilled labor flows are into 
SIN, Malaysia, & Thailand 

• But: most migrants moving within ASEAN are low-
skilled, e.g. Indonesians to Malaysia or Burmese to 
Thailand. Generally unilateral programs (COD sets regs) 
or bilateral (Thai MOUs) 

 

 

 



ASEAN: 600 million people, almost $2 trillion GDP, average per capita 
$3,100, but range from <$1,000 to >$40,000, and economic incentives 

to migrate 



ASEAN 2010: 4 net in-migration countries, 6 net out-migration  



ASEAN Migrants to OECD = mostly highly skilled (not SE Asian 

refugee flows and family unification) 



ASEAN AEC 2015: Top-down freedom of movement. Begin with 
accountants, architects, dentists, doctors, engineers, nurses, 
surveyors and tourism industry workers   
 



 
 

High-skilled migration = up with FTAs, but how much  
 
 • More trade and investment and more movement of 

investors & entrepreneurs. Are there visas to allow the 
exploration of business opportunities? 

• Multi-nationals expand and move professionals 
between subsidiaries. May be short term until local 
workers are trained, or long-term to allow managers to 
learn about all parts of corp 

• Sales of complex goods rise: 

– Require specialized and customized inputs, often tailored to 
the needs of particular buyers (airplanes, heavy machinery) 

– Seller must educate the buyer before the sale, provide 
services after the sale  

• Self-limiting numbers; few integration issues 

 

 



NAFTA: BS & job offer & easy movement: Chapter 16 
occupations 



EU: Freedom of movement for all workers. Migrants in 7 
professions should have automatic recognition within 3 months 
(Directive 2005/36/EC). Nurses are largest profession  
 



 
 

FTAs and Low-Skilled Migration 
 
 • Free trade = free lunch in economics: comparative 

advantage results in economies of scale & specialization 
so that MOST people in participating countries benefit 

• Factor endowments drive trade patterns: labor-rich 
countries with lower wages export labor-intensive 
goods. Result: wage convergence & few incentives to 
migrate. But “factor-price equalization is a real-world 
rarity” in FTAs with low- and high-wage countries (Econ, 
11/17/12) 

• Why? Key assumptions: (1) endowments differ, but 
countries have access to same production technologies, 
(2) prody may vary due to infrastructure & path 
dependence increases migration, (3) info/trans costs  

 

 

 



NAFTA: Freer trade in corn displaced farmers in S. Mexico who do not benefit from 
new factory jobs in N Mex; some migrate to US 

Iowa produced twice 

as much corn as 

Mexico in the early 

1990s, and at half of 

the price. Exports of 

US corn to Mexico 

rose, Mex-US 

migration up 



NAFTA: Maquilas in northern Mexico expanded. Millions of 
factory jobs for young women who finished sec school 



Mexico-US Migration Hump: 1994-2008 
 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Mexican apprehensions peaked at 1.6 million in 2000 (4,400/day) 

 
 
 

 

 



Response: US builds wall on Mexico-US border 



 
 

Freer trade can INCREASE low-skilled migration 
 
 • Small Mexican corn farmers cannot compete; they need 

to change residence and occupation. Move within 
Mexico or to US for higher wages? 

• Path dependence: some US firms that hire Mexican 
workers expand with NAFTA. Better US infrastructure 
means Mexican workers are more productive in US than 
in Mexico. With suppliers and markets closer, expand in 
US, not Mexico, despite lower Mexican wages 

• Other reasons for low-skill migration hump: 

– Missing markets: after health emergency, fastest way to repay 
high-interest loan is to migrate to higher wage country 

– Development: faster growth enables people who were too 
poor to finance migration to move; once pioneers are abroad, 
networks lower costs as more people migrate 

 

 

 



Migrant Worker Protections 

• Protect migrant workers to protect local 
workers & provide a level playing field for 
employers. Avoid race to the bottom 

• 2007: Declaration on the Protection and 
Promotion of the Rights of Migrant Workers 

– Governments should ensure decent working 
conditions, protection from all forms of abuse, and 
set a minimum wage to intra-ASEAN migrant 
workers 

– But: not legally binding, does not require changes 
to national laws  

 

 

 

 

 



Protecting Migrant Workers 

• Legal, not irregular workers. Despite periodic 
registration-and-enforcement programs, there 
are significant numbers of irregular intra-
ASEAN migrants in Malaysia & Thailand 

• Simplify and lower costs for migrants to move 
and work legally within ASEAN 

– Ensure that legal movement is cheaper and more 
efficient than irregular 

– Regulate private recruiters and employers of 
migrants  

– Avoid policies that worsen problems (outsourcers 
and nationality verification) 

 

 

 

 

 



Work-related benefits: Social Security 

• Pensions are deferred wages. Generally both 
workers and employers contribute.  

– Allow migrants to participate in pension systems 
on the same basis as local workers 

– Sign totalization agreements so that migrants earn 
one large pension rather than several small ones 

• Other work-related benefits: 

– Unemployment insurance and workers 
compensation taxes normally cover ALL workers, 
but migrants may not be eligible for benefits (UI) 

– Health insurance, paid holidays & vacations, 
bonuses. Do migrants earn? Do they benefit? 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusions 

• AEC 2015: lower barriers to professional and 
skilled workers, but fewer move than 
anticipated due to language & training 
differences and lack of MRAs 

• AEC 2015 does not affect low-skilled migrants, 
but there COULD be a migration hump, as 
freer trade displaces workers who are linked by 
networks to employers who hire migrants 
abroad 

• Cebu 2007: ASEAN nations protect intra-
ASEAN migrant workers, but slow 
implementation 

 

 

 

 

 



Thinking about labor migration 
• Labor migration: a process to be managed, 

not a problem to solve 

–Goal: a world with few barriers to 
migration, and little unwanted migration 

– The best way to protect local workers from 
“unfair” competition is to protect 
migrants; avoid a race to the bottom 

– The best way to promote the migration of 
professionals is to harmonize training and 
education systems, establish MRAs, foster 
student mobility 

 

 

 

 


